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Abstract

Accumulation of peptide-linked DNA breaks contributes to neurodegeration in humans. This is typified by defects in tyrosyl
DNA phosphodiesterase 1 (TDP1) and human hereditary ataxia. TDP1 primarily operates at single-strand breaks (SSBs)
created by oxidative stress or by collision of transcription machinery with topoisomerase I intermediates (Top1-CCs). Cellular
and cell-free studies have shown that Top1 at stalled Top1-CCs is first degraded to a small peptide resulting in Top1-SSBs,
which are the primary substrates for TDP1. Here we established an assay to directly compare Top1-SSBs and Top1-CCs. We
subsequently employed this assay to reveal an increased steady state level of Top1-CCs in neural cells lacking Atm; the
protein mutated in ataxia telangiectasia. Our data suggest that the accumulation of endogenous Top1-CCs in Atm-/- neural
cells is primarily due to elevated levels of reactive oxygen species. Biochemical purification of Top1-CCs from neural cell
extract and the use of Top1 poisons further confirmed a role for Atm during the formation/resolution of Top1-CCs. Finally,
we report that global transcription is reduced in Atm-/- neural cells and fails to recover to normal levels following Top1-
mediated DNA damage. Together, these data identify a distinct role for ATM during the formation/resolution of neural
Top1-CCs and suggest that their accumulation contributes to the neuropathology of ataxia telangiectasia.
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Introduction

Chromosomal single-strand breaks (SSBs) are one of the most

abundant forms of endogenous DNA breakage. They can arise

from various sources including the abortive activity of endogenous

enzymes such as DNA topoisomerases. During its normal catalytic

cycle, DNA Topoisomerase I (Top1) forms a transient and

‘‘reversible’’ intermediate where it becomes covalently attached to

the 39-terminus of a DNA nick, called Top1-cleavage complex

(Top1-CC). If Top1-CCs encounter a DNA or RNA polymerase

they become ‘‘irreversible’’, resulting in Top1-SSBs or Top1-

double strand breaks (DSBs) [1]. The rapid resealing of Top1-CCs

can also be retarded by endogenous DNA base modifications, such

as oxidation, alkylation, or base mismatch [2]. Cells have evolved

specialized and partially overlapping mechanisms to repair this

type of DNA breakage, including the nucleolytic cleavage of DNA

or the hydrolytic cleavage of the phosphodiester bond between

stalled Top1 and DNA. Defects in the latter activity have been

associated with human hereditary ataxia and cerebellar degener-

ation, as illustrated by spinocerebellar ataxia with axonal

neuropathy 1 (SCAN1) – mutated in tyrosyl DNA phosphodies-

terase 1 (TDP1) [3]. The most striking neurological presentation in

SCAN1 appears similar, if not identical, to that caused by

deficiency of the protein mutated in A–T (Ataxia Telangiectasia

mutated, ATM) where the cerebellum is a common target [4,5],

raising the intriguing possibility that the observed neural demise is

caused by similar lesions and/or attenuation of a common

pathway [6].

ATM regulates the function of an extensive network of

downstream factors, in response to DNA damage. For example,

ATM phosphorylates TDP1 and DNA polynucleotide kinase

(PNK), which facilitates double-strand break repair and cellular

survival following exposure to Top1 poisons [7–9]. In addition to

its phosphorylation, TDP1 is a substrate for SUMOylation, which

promotes its accumulation at sites of DNA damage and increases

the rate of chromosomal SSB repair during transcription [10].

Top1 poisoning of non-cycling cells has also been shown to

activate ATM [11,12], however the consequences of ATM

deficiency and the nature of DNA breaks that accumulate remain

elusive. Here we developed a comet assay method that allows the

direct comparison of Top1-CCs and Top1-SSBs, and consequent-

ly adopted this method to examine the nature of DNA damage

that accumulates endogenously in the absence of ATM.

Results and Discussion

To examine the role of ATM during Topoisomerase I-mediated

DNA single-strand break repair (SSBR) we incubated human

lymphoblastoid cells (LCLs), murine embryonic fibroblasts

(MEFs), or murine cortical astrocytes with the Top1 poison

camptothecin (CPT) in presence or absence of the ATM inhibitor

(ATMi) KU-55933 and measured DNA strand breaks by alkaline
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comet assays (Fig.1a). As predicted, cells deficient in TDP1

accumulated remarkably higher levels of Top1-SSBs during

40 min incubation with CPT whereas co-addition of ATMi did

not affect the level of CPT-induced SSBs. This was not due to

residual ATM activity since loss of ATM did not result in higher

levels of Top1-SSBs in human cells or primary murine neural cells

(Fig.1a&b).

In non-cycling cells oxidative stress and transcription are the

primary sources for Top1-breaks and emerging evidence impli-

cates PI3 kinases in transcriptional responses following DNA

damage [13–15]. Notably, transcriptional arrest following Top1

poisons has also been shown to trigger the degradation of stalled

Top1 from Top1-DNA cleavage complexes ‘Top1-CCs’ [16,17],

raising the possibility that proteasomal degradation of Top1 may

be regulated by ATM to maintain transcriptional integrity. Crystal

structure and cellular studies have shown that full-length Top1 at

stalled Top1-CCs is first degraded by the proteasome to a small

peptide, which then becomes accessible to TDP1 [18–20]. The

Figure 1. ATM deficiency does not impact on the accumulation of Top1-single-strand breaks. (a) Human lymphoblastoid cells (LCLs)
derived from a normal individual ‘WT’, spinocerebellar ataxia with axonal neuropathy ‘SCAN1’, or ataxia telangiectasia ‘A–T’ patients, and mouse
embryonic fibroblasts (MEFs) or quiescent cortical astrocytes from control ‘WT’ or Tdp1-/- mice were incubated with DMSO (Mock) or 30 mM
camptothecin (CPT) for 40 min with or without pre-incubation with 10 mM ATM inhibitor KU-55933 (ATMi) for 2 hours at 37uC. Top1-single-strand
breaks ‘Top1-SSBs’ were quantified by alkaline comet assays (ACAs). Mean tail moments were calculated for 50 cells/sample/experiment and data are
the average of n = 3 biological replicates 6 s.e.m. (b) Top1-SSBs were analysed in quiescent cortical astrocytes derived from wild-type ‘WT’, Atm-/- or
Tdp1-/- mice following incubation with DMSO (Mock) or 30 mM camptothecin (CPT) and quantified as described above.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0058239.g001

Atm-/- Neural Cells Accumulate Top1-CCs
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proteasomal degradation process, however, cannot be examined

by alkaline comet assays (ACA) since un-degraded ‘reversible’

Top1-CCs would not be visible. This is because CPT is washed

immediately after treatment, thus any ‘reversible’ un-degraded

Top1-CCs will re-ligate. In addition, DNA covalently bound to

un-degraded Top1 would not be expected to produce a

measurable tail upon electrophoresis. Indeed, this is illustrated

by the absence of a measurable increase of breaks above

background level in wild-type cells treated with CPT using the

‘classical’ ACAs (Fig. 1b).

To uncover Top1-CCs and compare them directly with Top1-

SSBs, we developed a modification of the ACA by conducting all

steps prior to lysis at ambient temperature and keeping CPT

throughout the analyses. In addition, we complemented the lysis

step with proteinase K treatment to uncover Top1-CCs during

electrophoresis (Fig. 2a). For optimisation experiments, we

exploited SCAN1 lymphoblastoid cells (LCLs), which are easier

to grow and manipulate than primary neural cultures. These cells

harbour the TDP1 catalytic mutation H493R, which increases the

formation of protein-linked DNA breaks. Treatment of SCAN1

cells with CPT resulted in ,10-fold increase of SSBs compared to

control cells (Fig. 2b, left). The repair of CPT-induced SSBs in

TDP1 proficient cells is normally fast and thus low levels of SSBs

were detected in control cells. Consistent with the requirement of

proteasomal degradation of Top1 to uncover SSBs, inhibiting the

proteasome with MG132 reduced SSBs to nearly background

levels (Fig. 2b, left). In striking contrast to the ACA, the modified

ACA (MACA) revealed ,8-fold increase of Top1-CCs in wild-

type cells (Fig. 2b, right). The nature of these structures was further

confirmed by their persistence in presence of MG132, indicating

that they are ‘un-degraded’ Top1-CCs.

Having reached conditions that allow the direct comparison of

Top1-SSBs and Top1-CCs, we next examined the role of ATM in

controlling the steady-state level of the latter, in quiescent neural

cells. In contrast to ACA, MACA revealed a significant increase

(P = 0.006, t-test) of Top1-CCs in Atm-/- neural cells, even without

exposure to exogenous sources of DNA damage (Fig. 3a). These

observations are striking and suggest that Top1-DNA adducts

arise endogenously in cells and that ATM deficiency results in

their accumulation. Consistent with the latter, subsequent

incubation with CPT led to a further increase of Top1-CCs in

Atm-/- neural cells above that observed in control cells (Fig. 3a).

Importantly, the difference in Top1-CCs was not due to

differences in expression level of Top1 as shown by immunoblot-

ting (Fig. 3a, inset) and was retained in the presence of proteasome

inhibitors (Fig. 3b), confirming that they are ‘un-degraded’ Top1-

CCs. In addition, experiments conducted directly on dissociated

murine cortical neural cells also revealed higher levels of Top1-

CCs in Atm-/- than control cells (Fig. 3c). Furthermore, the

elevated level of Top1-CCs in Atm-/- neural cells was confirmed

by an independent assay in which Top1-CCs were purified by

density gradient fractionation and examined by anti-Top1

immunoblotting (Fig. 3d).

How does Atm deficiency result in accumulation of Top1-CCs?

We first repeated these experiments using human cells to examine

whether this is due to a murine-specific role for Atm. Whilst Top1-

Figure 2. Modification of the alkaline comet assay uncovers un-degraded Top1-DNA cleavage complexes (Top1-CCs). (a) Scheme
depicting the major differences between Top1-CCs and Top1-SSBs: Top1 relaxes DNA supercoiling by introducing a reversible nick to which Top1
becomes covalently attached (Top1-CCs). Stalling of Top1-CCs through collision with the transcription machinery or oxidative DNA damage triggers
proteasomal degradation of Top1, resulting in Top1 single-strand breaks (Top1-SSBs). Repair of Top1-SSBs is initiated by removal of Top1 peptide by
TDP1 followed by subsequent ligation. Note that un-degraded ‘Top1-CCs’ are not detected by the ‘classical’ alkaline comet assays (ACA) due to
the reversible nature of these intermediates and the reduced ability of covalently bound Top1 on DNA to produce measurable tail upon
electrophoresis. (b) Control ‘WT’ or SCAN1 LCLs ‘SCAN1’ harbouring the TDP1 catalytic mutation H493R were incubated with 20 mM camptothecin
‘‘CPT’’ with or without a prior 2-hr incubation with 30 mM proteasome inhibitor MG132 ‘PI’. Cells were divided into two fractions for the comparative
detection of Top1-SSBs and Top1-CCs using the ACAs and modified ACAs ‘MACA’, respectively. Mean tail moments were calculated for 50 cells/
sample/experiment and data are the average of n = 3 biological replicates 6 s.e.m. Note that inhibiting the proteasome resulted in a reduction of
Top1-SSBs (as measured by ACA) to near background levels with minimal impact on Top1-CCs (as measured by MACA).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0058239.g002
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SSBs accumulated to a similar extent in control and A–T human

fibroblasts, the latter featured higher levels of Top1-CCs (Fig. 4a).

This difference was largely unaffected by the replication status

since serum starved non-cycling human primary A–T fibroblasts

exhibited a similarly higher level of Top1-CCs (Fig. 4b). These

data suggest that the role of ATM in regulating Top1-CCs is

primarily controlled by replication-independent mechanisms. We

next examined whether transcription plays a role in this process

using quiescent primary neural cells. Pre-incubation with the

transcription inhibitor 5,6-Dichloro-1-b-D-ribofuranosylbenzimi-

dazole (DRB) resulted in a mild reduction of endogenous Top1-

CCs in Atm-/- cells but their level was still higher than control cells

(Fig. 5a; left), suggesting that other factors may account for this

difference, at least at endogenous level of DNA damage.

Figure 3. Loss of Atm results in accumulation of Top1-CCs in cortical neural cells. (a) Endogenous steady-state level of Top1-SSBs and
Top1-CCs were quantified in quiescent wild type ‘WT’ and Atm-/- cortical astrocytes by ACAs and MACAs, respectively. Neural cells were subsequently
subjected to 30 mM CPT for 40 min at 37 uC and the level of Top1-SSBs and Top1-CCs were quantified as above from 50 cells/sample/experiment.
Data are the average of n = 3 biological replicates 6 s.e.m. Inset: astrocytes were incubated with DMSO ‘Mock’ or CPT ‘CPT’ and the expression of
Top1 was measured by anti-Top1 immunoblotting. Anti-actin was employed as a loading control. (b) WT or Atm-/- quiescent astrocytes were mock
incubated with DMSO ‘Mock’ or with the 30 mM CPT for 40 min at 37uC with or without a prior 2-hour incubation with the proteasome inhibitor
MG132 ‘PI’. Top1-CCs were quantified by MACA from 50 cells/sample/experiment and the average of n = 3 biological replicates 6 s.e.m is presented
(c) Cortices from WT or Atm-/- mice were harvested at P6 and cells were dissociated and immediately subjected to MACA analyses. Data are the
average of n = 3 biological replicates 6 s.e.m. (d) Left: scheme depicting the biochemical fractionation of Top1-CCs. Blue circles are Top1 covalently
bound to DNA (Top1-CCs) and yellow circles are Top1 non-covalently bound to DNA. Right: Wild-type ‘WT’ or Atm-/- quiescent cortical astrocytes
were mock incubated or incubated with 30 mM CPT for 60 min at 37 uC. Neural cells were lysed in denaturing buffer and lysates fractionated on CsCl
gradients. Fractions were slot blotted onto nitrocellulose and immunblotted with anti-Top1 monoclonal antibodies. A representative experiment
from 3 biological replicates is shown. P values indicate the statistical difference between WT and Atm-/- cells (student t-test).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0058239.g003
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Consistent with a role for transcription during Top1-mediated

DNA repair, DRB reduced the level of CPT-induced Top1-CCs

in both control and Atm-/- cells (Fig. 5a, right).

We next considered the possibility that ATM deficiency may

have caused the gradual accumulation of DNA damage in neural

cells such as DNA nicks, abasic sites, or gaps – all of which have

been shown to trap Top1 on DNA [2]. This would also be

consistent with a role for ATM in regulating the level of reactive

oxygen species (ROS) and anti-oxidant mechanisms [21–23].

However, if this is the case one would predict to observe higher

levels of endogenous SSBs in Atm-/- neural cells by the ‘classical’

ACA, yet there was no significant difference observed (Fig.3a left;

P = 0.52, t-test). It is unlikely that the ‘classical’ comet was not

sensitive enough to measure subtle differences in SSBs since we

have employed this technique to quantify small differences in SSB

repair rates [24]. A more likely explanation is that the elevated

level of ROS in Atm-/- cells may trap Top1 directly on DNA or

may result in DNA breaks that are totally, or largely, ‘masked’ by

Top1 and thus not detected by the ‘classical’ ACA. If this is true

then pre-incubation with anti-oxidants should prevent the

accumulation of Top1-CCs in Atm-/- neural cells. To test this

possibility we compared Top1-CCs in neural cells pre-treated with

two different ROS scavengers, mannitol [25] and N-acetyl

cysteine (NAC) [26]. Intriguingly, pre-incubation with either

mannitol or NAC prevented the accumulation of endogenous

Top1-CCs in Atm-/- neural cells above control cells (Fig. 5b). In

contrast, Atm-/- cells still retained higher levels of CPT-induced

Top1-CCs in the presence of ROS scavengers.

Taken together, these data suggest that the elevated level of

ROS in Atm-/- cells is a major source for the higher endogenous

level of Top1-CCs and that ATM is likely to possess an additional,

and perhaps more direct, role in resolving Top1-CCs particularly

after challenging cells with CPT. The latter is supported by the

observations that Atm-/- cells retained higher levels of CPT-

induced Top1-CCs than control cells in presence of ROS

scavengers. ATM may fulfil this role by promoting proteasomal

degradation of Top1 at sites of ROS-induced Top1-CCs, in

preparation for its subsequent removal by TDP1. There is

precedence for the involvement of ATM during proteasomal

processes. For example, ATM regulates subnuclear localization of

TRF1 via a proteasome dependent mechanism [27]. Proteasome-

mediated protein degradation has also been shown to be impaired

in A–T cells and has been associated with suppression of the

constitutively activated ISG15 pathway [28]. There is also

evidence for persistent accumulation of non-degraded proteins in

ATM deficient cells/tissues [29,30].

ATM may impact on Top1 degradation directly by regulating

its post-translational modification such as ubiquitylation and

SUMOylation [17,31,32] or by controlling components of the

ubiquitylation/SUMOylation machinery [17,28]. For example,

the E3-ubiquitin ligase Cullin 4B has recently been implicated in

this process [33]. Alternatively ATM may promote the removal of

full-length Top1 by facilitating the nucleolytic cleavage of DNA,

releasing Top1 and a fragment of DNA (e.g. via the endonuclease

activity of XPF [34]). By promoting the efficient resolution of

Top1-mediated DNA damage, ATM maintains the integrity of

transcriptome and viability of neural cells.

Finally, if it is true that ATM maintains transcription integrity

then ATM deficient neural cells should exhibit reduced global

levels of transcription and reduced ability to maintain transcription

following Top1-mediated DNA damage. To test this, we

compared wild-type and Atm-/- neural cells for their ability to

recover transcription following CPT treatment. Consistent with

the increased level of endogenous Top1-CCs in Atm-/- cells, they

exhibited subtle but consistent reduction of global transcription

(Fig. 6a; P = 0.017). Whilst CPT treatment led to a marked

reduction of transcription, subsequent incubation in CPT-free

media restored transcription to nearly background levels in control

but not in Atm-/- cells (Fig. 6a; P = 0.226). These data suggest that

Figure 4. ATM deficiency results in accumulation of Top1-CCs in human cells. (a) Top1-SSBs and Top1-CCs were quantified in wild-type
1BR3 ‘WT’ or ATM deficient AT-1BR ‘A–T’ human primary fibroblasts by ACAs and MACAs, respectively. Cells were mock incubated with DMSO ‘Mock’
or with the 30 mM CPT for 40 min at 37uC and DNA strand breaks quantified from 50 cells/sample/experiment. Data are the average of n = 3 biological
replicates 6 s.e.m. (b) Primary human fibroblasts were grown to confluency and serum starved for 3 days, and Top1-SSBs/Top1-CCs were quantified
as described in (a).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0058239.g004
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ATM is required for the maintenance of transcription following

Top1-mediated DNA damage.

In summary, we identified a role for ATM during the

formation/resolution of Top1-mediated DNA breaks, which is

distinct from TDP1. ATM deficiency results in elevated levels of

ROS, which consequently leads to higher Top1-CCs. This is

further compounded by a more direct role for ATM during the

resolution of Top1-CCs, which is likely mediated by proteasomal

degradation of Top1 (Fig.6b). Accumulation of Top1-linked DNA

breaks interferes with transcription and may contribute to the

neuropathology of A-T, and perhaps other neurological disease.

Materials and Methods

Cell culture
Human 1BR3, AT-1BR fibroblasts [35,36], or LCLs were

cultured in Dulbecco’s modified essential medium or RPMI

(Gibco, Invitrogen), respectively. Media were supplemented with

10% fetal calf serum (FCS), 2 mM L-glutamine, 100 U/ml

penicillin, and 100 mg/ml streptomycin. Tdp1+/2 animals were

mated and genotyping for the mutant Tdp1 allele was performed

on cell pellets, essentially as described [37]. Atm+/2 mice were

generated by the A. Wynshaw-Boris laboratory [38] and obtained

from the Jackson Labs (stock ID: 002753). PCR primers were

designed for genotyping Atm-/- mice. Primer pairs Atm-F1 (59-

AAACCGACTTCTGTCAGATGTTGC-39) and Atm-R1 (59-

TTTGCAGGAGTTGCTGAGCG-39) were used to identify the

wild-type Atm allele. Atm-F2 (59-GACTTCTGTCA-

GATGTTGCTGCC-39) and Atm-R2 (59-GGGTGGGATTA-

GATAAATGCCTG-39) were used to identify the knockout allele

in 35 cycles of 94uC for 20 sec, 58uC for 30 sec, and 72uC for 35

sec. The Atm-F1 and Atm-R1 pair generates a 152-bp PCR

product, and the Atm-F2 and Atm-R2 pair generates a 441-bp

PCR product. For the generation of primary cortical neural cells,

mice were housed at the school of life sciences University of Sussex

and maintained in accordance with the institutional animal care

and ethical committee of the University of Sussex. Mice with the

appropriate genotype were mated and murine astrocytes prepared

from P3–P4 brains. Cortices were obtained from young pups by

decapitation, dissociated by passage through a 5 ml pipette, and

cells were either subjected directly to analyses by comet assays or

re-suspended in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium and Ham’s

nutrient mixture F-12 (1:1 DMEM/F12; Gibco-BRL) supple-

mented with 10% fetal calf serum, 16 glutamax, 100 U/ml

penicillin, 100 mg/ml streptomycin, and 20 ng/ml epidermal

growth factor (Sigma). Primary astrocytes were established in

Primeria T-25 tissue culture flasks (Falcon) at 37uC in a humidified

oxygen-regulated (5%) incubator. Once established, cells were

maintained at 5% oxygen unless stated otherwise, grown to

confluency and deprived from growth factors.

Measurement of Top1-SSBs by ACAs
Top1 single-strand breaks (Top1-SSBs) were analysed by

alkaline comet assays (ACA) [24]. Following incubation with

DMSO or 30 mM CPT for 40 min, cells were washed 36 with

PBS, suspended in pre-chilled PBS and mixed with equal volume

of 1.2% low-gelling-temperature agarose (Sigma, type VII)

maintained at 42uC. Cell suspension was immediately layered

onto pre-chilled frosted glass slides (Fisher) pre-coated with 0.6%

agarose and maintained in the dark at 4uC until set, and for all

further steps. Slides were immersed in pre-chilled lysis buffer

(2.5 M NaCl, 10 mM Tris-HCl, 100 mM EDTA pH 8.0, 1%

Triton X-100, 1% DMSO; pH 10) for 1 hr, washed with pre-

chilled distilled water (2610 min), and placed for 45 min in pre-

chilled alkaline electrophoresis buffer (50 mM NaOH, 1 mM

EDTA, 1% DMSO). Electrophoresis was then conducted at 1V/

cm for 25 min, followed by neutralization in 400 mM Tris-HCl

pH 7.0 for 1 hr. Finally, DNA was stained with Sybr Green I

(1:10,000 in PBS) for 30 min. Average tail moments from 50 cells/

sample were quantified from blindly coded slides using Comet

Assay IV software (Perceptive Instruments, UK).

Figure 5. Reactive oxygen species scavengers reduce the
accumulation of Top1-CCs in Atm-/- cells. (a) Top1-CCs were
analysed in WT or Atm-/- quiescent astrocytes with and without
incubation with 30 mM CPT 6 a prior 2-hour incubation with 50 mM of
the transcription inhibitor 5,6-dichloro-1-beta-D-ribofuranosylbenzimi-
dazole ‘DRB’. Top1-CCs were quantified by MACA from 50 cells/sample/
experiment and data represent the average of n = 3 biological replicates
6 s.e.m. (b) Top1-CCs were analysed as in (a) with or without prior
incubation with the reactive oxygen species (ROS) scavengers mannitol
(50 mM) or N-Acetyl cysteine ‘NAC’ (10 mM) for 17-hours. 50 cells/
sample/experiment were analysed and data represent the average of
n = 3 biological replicates 6 s.e.m. P values indicate the statistical
difference between WT and Atm-/- cells (student t-test). Note that prior
incubation with ROS scavengers reduces the endogenous level of
Top1-CCs in Atm-/- cells to that observed in control cells.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0058239.g005

Atm-/- Neural Cells Accumulate Top1-CCs
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Measurement of Top1-cleavage complexes (Top1-CCs)
by MACAs

Top1-CCs were analysed by a modified version of the alkaline

comet assay (MACA). Following incubation with DMSO or

30 mM CPT for 40 min, cells were washed 36 with PBS

supplemented with DMSO or 50 mM CPT, at ambient temper-

ature. Where indicated, cells were pre-incubated with 50 mM

mannitol or 10 mM N-Acetyl cysteine (NAC) for 17 hrs, or with

50 mM of the transcription inhibitor 5,6-dichloro-1-beta-D-

ribofuranosylbenzimidazole (DRB) for 2 hrs. Cells were finally

suspended in PBS containing DMSO or 100 mM CPT supple-

Figure 6. Atm-/- neural cells fail to recover transcription following Top1-mediated DNA damage. (a) Quiescent wild-type ‘WT’ or Atm-/-
cortical astrocytes grown on coverslips were treated with 30 mM CPT for 1 hour and either harvested immediately after treatment or incubated in
CPT-free media for a subsequent 3 hour to allow for transcription recovery. Cells were incubated with 0.1 mM 5-ethynl uridine (EU) for 30 min to
label newly synthesized RNA, which was visualised by utilising the Click iT reaction with Alexa Flour azide 488. EU-labelled RNA was subjected to
immuofluorescence analyses and data represent the average fluorescence signal (arbitrary units ‘AU’) from n = 3 biological replicates 6 s.e.m,
quantified from 200–300 cells using Corel Photo Draw software. P values indicate the statistical difference between the indicated bars (student t-test).
(b) A model for the role of ATM during Top1-CC formation/resolution: ATM deficiency results in elevated levels of ROS, which leads to oxidative DNA
breaks that are ‘masked’ from detection by the ‘classical’ comet due to trapping of Top1 on DNA, resulting in elevated steady state level of Top1-CCs.
Stalling of Top1 on DNA can also occur through collision of Top1-CCs with elongating RNA polymerases ‘RNA Pol’. Top1 is first degraded by the
proteasome to a small peptide, which is a substrate for the tyrosyl DNA phosphodiesterase activity of TDP1. We suggest that ATM facilitates the
resolution of Top1-CCs by promoting Top1 degradation. ATM may also enhance the activity of one or more TDP1-independent processes to remove
‘un-degraded’ Top1 from DNA. Failure to remove Top1 from stalled Top1-CCs in ATM deficient cells results in a failure to maintain normal
transcriptional activity following Top1-mediated DNA damage, and may contribute to the neuropathology of A–T.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0058239.g006

Atm-/- Neural Cells Accumulate Top1-CCs
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mented with 800 mg/ml proteinase K (Sigma) and kept at ambient

temperature. Cell suspension was mixed with equal volume of

1.2% low-gelling-temperature agarose (Sigma, type VII) main-

tained at 42uC, to bring the final CPT concentration to 50 mM.

Cell suspension was immediately layered onto frosted glass slides

(Fisher) pre-coated with 0.6% agarose and maintained in the dark

at ambient temperature until set. Slides were immersed in lysis

solution (400 mg/ml proteinase K, 50 mM CPT, 10 mM Tris-HCl,

100 mM EDTA pH 8.0, 1% Triton X-100, 1% DMSO; pH 10)

for 1 hr at 40uC. Lysis solution was additionally supplemented

with 2.5 M NaCl and left for a further 3 hrs at 40uC. Cells were

immediately immersed in alkaline electrophoresis buffer (50 mM

NaOH, 1 mM EDTA, 1% DMSO) and electrophoresis was

conducted at 1 V/cm for 25 min, followed by neutralization in

400 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.0 for 1 hr. Finally, DNA was stained with

Sybr Green I (1:10,000 in PBS) for 30 min. Average tail moments

from 50 cells/sample were quantified from blindly coded slides

using Comet Assay IV software (Perceptive Instruments, UK).

Measurement of Top1-CCs by biochemical fractionation
and immunoblotting

Top1 protein–DNA complexes were detected as previously

described [19]. Briefly, neural cells (26106) were mock treated or

incubated in 30 mM CPT for 1 hr at 37 uC followed by lysis in 1%

sarcosyl, 8 M guanidine HCl, 30 mM Tris pH 7.5 and 10 mM

EDTA. Cell lysates were then incubated at 70uC for 15 min to

remove all non-covalently bound proteins from DNA. Cell lysates

were then loaded on a cesium chloride (CsCl) step gradient (5 ml

total volume) and centrifuged at 75,6006g at 25uC for 24 hr to

separate free proteins from DNA. Ten consecutive 0.5 ml fractions

were collected and slot blotted onto Hybond-C membrane

(Amersham). To ensure equal DNA loading, the DNA concen-

tration in each extract was determined fluorimetrically using

PicoGreen (Molecular Probes/Invitrogen). Covalent Top1–DNA

complexes were then detected by immunoblotting with anti-Top1

monoclonal antibodies (Santa Cruz) and visualised by chemilumi-

nescence.

Measurement of global RNA transcription
Primary astrocytes were grown on coverslips for 48–72 hr in

complete media deprived of growth factors. The Click-iT RNA

Alaxa Flour 488 imaging Kit (Invitrogen) was employed according

to manufacture’s instructions to quantify global RNA transcrip-

tion. Briefly, cells were treated with 30 mM CPT for 1 hr and

either harvested immediately after treatment or washed twice with

serum-free medium and incubated in CPT-free media for a

subsequent 3 hr to allow for transcription recovery. Cells were

incubated with 0.1 mM 5-ethynl uridine (EU) for 30 min in

presence or absence of CPT to label newly synthesized RNA. Cells

were washed with PBS, fixed with 3.7% formaldehyde for 15 min,

and permeabilized with 0.5% Triton-X100 for 20 min at room

temperature. Cells were then incubated with Click iT reaction

cocktail containing Click-iT additive and Alexa Flour azide 488

for 30 min at 37uC. Following washing with PBS containing 3%

BSA, cells were mounted on glass slides using a DAPI-containing

antifade media. RNA labeled with EU was then subjected to

immuofluorescence analyses. Average fluorescence signal was

quantified from 200–300 cells using Corel Photo Draw software.
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